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Abstract
The class of trapezoid graphs is a subclass of cocomparability graphs and contains both the
interval graphs and the permutation graphs. In this paper we present an O(n) time algorithm for
the minimum cardinality connected dominating set problem and an O(n+m) time algorithm for
the minimum cardinality dominating clique problem in trapezoid graphs. Both algorithms require
the trapezoid diagram to be given as input. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G=(V; E) be a simple connected undirected graph. A subset S of V is called a
dominating set if for every v 2 VnS there is a u 2 S such that (v; u) 2 E. S is called
minimum cardinality connected dominating set (MCCDS) of G if S is a dominating
set that induces a connected subgraph of G and has minimum cardinality among all
sets with this property. The cardinality of an MCCDS of G is referred to as conn(G).
If the dominating set S is a clique of G it is called dominating clique and if there is
no dominating clique of smaller cardinality in G, then S is called minimum cardinality
dominating clique (MCDC). The cardinality of an MCDC of G is referred to as cli(G)
where cli(G)=1, if G does not have a dominating clique. (In a connected graph there
is always a connected dominating set whereas a dominating clique does not necessarily
exist.)
We dene a trapezoid diagram D as two parallel horizontal lines, called upper and
lower line, and a set of trapezoids, each of them having two corner points on the
upper and two corner points on the lower line and no two of them having a corner
point in common. We refer to the corner points of a trapezoid x by xp; xq; xx, and
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Fig. 1. Example of a trapezoid diagram.
x y, where xp denotes the upper left corner point, xq the upper right, xx the lower left
and x y the lower right corner point. To refer to the trapezoid of a given corner point
we use \[ ]" (for example x = [xp]), and for two corner points a, b on the same line
of the trapezoid diagram we say a<b if a is left of b on that line. Trapezoid x is
said to intersect y if either both xp<yq and x y>yx or both yp<xq and y y>xx.
A trapezoid graph to a given trapezoid diagram is a graph G = (V; E) where each
vertex of G corresponds to a trapezoid of the trapezoid diagram and two vertices are
adjacent if the corresponding trapezoids intersect each other. In the following we will
mainly concentrate on the trapezoid model, but for simplifying some of the proofs we
will occasionally switch between the trapezoid diagram and the corresponding graph
as well as between the trapezoids and the corresponding vertices.
Trapezoid graphs were introduced by Dagan et al. [5] and, independently, by Corneil
and Kamula [4]. As shown in [3], they can be recognized in O(n2) time where n is
the number of vertices in the graph. The class of trapezoid graphs is contained in the
class of cocomparability graphs and properly contains both the class of permutation
graphs and the class of interval graphs.
Finding an MCCDS is an NP-hard problem in arbitrary graphs. Restricted to smaller
classes of graphs there are polynomial time algorithms for this problem (see for exam-
ple [2,7]). Liang [9] gave an O(nm) time algorithm for the minimum weight connected
dominating set problem (MWCDS) on trapezoid graphs and Srinivasan et al. [12] im-
proved this result to O(m + n log(n)) time. Recently, Liang [10] showed that there is
an O(n+ m) time algorithm for the MCCDS problem in trapezoid graphs. In this pa-
per we present an O(n) time algorithm for the MCCDS problem on trapezoid graphs.
We assume the trapezoid diagram to be given as the lists of the upper and the lower
corner points of the trapezoids in the ordering as they occur in the diagram. For the
trapezoid diagram in Fig. 1, for example, the list of the upper corner points would
be Lu = bacabcedfdegfhhgjiij. Thus our input set has size O(n) and our algorithm
is optimal. Some basic ideas of the algorithm are similar to the one given in [7] that
computes an MCCDS for permutation graphs in O(n) time.
Also the problem of nding a minimum dominating clique in a graph is NP-hard,
even if we restrict it to cocomparability graphs [8]. For the class of trapezoid graphs,
Pandu Rangan and Nagavamsi [11] gave an O(n3) algorithm and Balachandhran and
Pandu Rangan improved this result to O(n2). Recently, Arvind et al. [1] presented an
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O(m log4 n) algorithm for the weighted case of this problem. In this paper we give
an O(n + m) algorithm for the problem of nding an MCDC. Again we assume the
trapezoid diagram to be given. The graph can be assumed to be connected, otherwise
there is no dominating clique. Consequently, this algorithm is faster than the algorithm
of [1]. Of course our algorithm is for the unweighted case only.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a few notations and use
them to explore some structural properties of trapezoid graphs. In Section 3 we give
the algorithm for nding an MCCDS and prove its complexity and nally in Section 4
we explore some further properties of trapezoid graphs and give the algorithm for
nding an MCDC.
2. Some basic properties
In this section we explore some properties of the class of trapezoid graphs by the
help of basic concepts from the theory of partially ordered sets. Let x, y be trapezoids
in a trapezoid diagram D. We dene an order relation <S on D by
x<S y , xq<yp ^ x y<yx:
For the poset S= (D;<S) we denote the sets of the minimal, maximal elements, and
the set of the elements that are neither minimal nor maximal by Min(S); Max(S), and
Cen(S), respectively. A trapezoid x is called a predecessor (successor) of a trapezoid
y if x<S y (y<S x).
Now we can show a property of paths between minimal and maximal elements of
our poset. Arvind et al. [1] showed a similar property for the class of cocomparability
graphs.
Lemma 1. In a connected trapezoid graph G given by a trapezoid diagram D; every
path between a minimal and a maximal element (with respect to <S) is a dominating
set.
Proof. Let G be a trapezoid graph, D a corresponding trapezoid diagram and P =
x1; : : : ; x‘ a path in G where x1 2 Min(S), x‘ 2 Max(S). Suppose there is a trapezoid
y not dominated by (i.e. not adjacent to) any of the trapezoids of P. Trapezoid x1 is
a minimal element and y is not adjacent to x1; hence x1<S y. On the other hand, x‘
is a maximal element and y is not adjacent to x‘ either; hence y<S x‘. Consequently,
there is an i 2 f1; : : : ; ‘ − 1g such that xi <S y<S xi+1. Using the transitivity of <S,
this contradicts the fact that (xi; xi+1) 2 E.
Kratsch and Stewart [8] gave the following lemma for the class of cocomparability
graphs. Because the class of trapezoid graphs is a subclass of the class of cocompara-
bility graphs we can make use of this result for our purpose as well.
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Lemma 2 (Kratsch and Stewart [8]). In every connected cocomparability graph G there
is an MCCDS that induces a simple path in G.
For a given trapezoid graph G and a corresponding trapezoid diagram D we dene
the following distinguished trapezoids:
minpMax = [minfxp: x 2 Max(S)g];
maxqMin = [maxfxq: x 2 Min(S)g];
minxMax = [minfxx: x 2 Max(S)g];
max yMin = [maxfx y: x 2 Min(S)g]:
For x, y 2 G let P(x; y) be a shortest path between x and y in G.
Lemma 3. In a connected trapezoid graph G with conn(G)>3; at least one of
the paths P(maxqMin ; min
p
Max); P(max
q
Min ; min
x
Max); P(max
y
Min ;min
p
Max) and P(max
y
Min ;
minxMax) is an MCCDS of G.
Proof. Let G be a trapezoid graph with conn(G)>3, and D a corresponding trapezoid
diagram. By Lemma 2, there is a simple path of at least three vertices that forms an
MCCDS of G. Let P = x1; : : : ; x‘ be such a path where x1<S x‘ and ‘>3.
Suppose x1 62 Min(S). Then all y with y<S x1 have to intersect x2, because P is
a simple path, and thus for all xi with i> 2 it holds that x1<S xi. Using transitivity
of <S it follows that y<S xi for all i> 2, and, because P is a dominating set, all y
have to intersect x2.
If x‘ 62 Max(S) it follows similarly that all z with x‘ <S z intersect x‘−1.
Among all the trapezoids preceding x1 we select a minimal element y1 (if x1 2
Min(S) we set y1=x1) and among all the trapezoids succeeding x‘ we select a maximal
element z‘ (if x‘ 2 Max(S) we set z‘ = x‘). Thus we have constructed a simple path
P0 = y1; x2; : : : ; x‘−1; z‘ between a minimal and a maximal element and by Lemma 1
this is a dominating path. P is an MCCDS of G and hence P0 is an MCCDS as well.
Either maxqMin or max
y
Min intersects x2 and either min
p
Max or min
x
Max intersects x‘−1.
Hence at least one of the four shortest paths given in Lemma 3 has length ‘− 1, and,
by Lemma 1, is an MCCDS of G.
Lemma 3 is a tool for nding an MCCDS in a trapezoid graph G if conn(G)>3.
In the following we consider conn(G)< 3.
If conn(G) = 1 we have a dominating vertex, that means there is one trapezoid that
is intersecting all others. This leads us to the following obvious lemma.
Lemma 4. For a trapezoid graph G; given by a trapezoid diagram D; conn(G) = 1
if and only if D contains a trapezoid that is both a minimal and a maximal element
with respect to <S.
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Let G be a trapezoid graph with conn(G)=2, D a corresponding trapezoid diagram,
and M = fx; yg an MCCDS of cardinality 2. We distinguish four possible cases.
(a) x 2 Min(S); y 2 Max(S),
(b) x; y 2 Min(S); (or x; y 2 Max(S)),
(c) x 2 Min(S); y 2 Cen (S); (or x 2 Max(S); y 2 Cen(S)),
(d) x; y 2 Cen(S).
Cases (b) and (c) can be reduced to case (a) as follows. Let M = fx; yg be an
MCCDS corresponding to case (b) or (c). Trapezoid y is not maximal. Hence there
is at least one trapezoid z 2 Max(S) such that y<S z. M is a dominating set, which
implies that z intersects x. Using Lemma 1 the set M 0= fx; zg forms a dominating set
satisfying case (a).
Now we look at the two remaining cases separately.
Lemma 5. Let G be a trapezoid graph with conn(G)> 1 and D a corresponding
trapezoid diagram. There is an MCCDS of cardinality 2 satisfying case (a) in D if
and only if there is a trapezoid x 2 Min (S) with
xq> (minpMax)
p or x y> (minxMax)
x:
Proof. The \if" part follows immediately from Lemma 1. For the \only if" part let
M = fx; yg be an MCCDS with x 2 Min(S), y 2 Max(S). Because of Lemma 4,
y 62 Min(S). Therefore, either xp<yp or xx<yx. Trapezoid x and y intersect each
other, that is, either xq>yp or x y>yx. The trapezoid minpMax and min
x
Max are dened
to be those trapezoids of Max(S) which have the smallest upper left corner point and
the smallest lower left corner point respectively. Trapezoid y is an element of Max(S)
which implies that yp>(minpMax)
p and yx>(minxMax)
x.
To characterize sets corresponding to case (d) we use some auxiliary functions. Let
x and y be trapezoids in a trapezoid diagram. We dene
succp(x) = [maxfyp: x<S yg];
succx(x) = [maxfyx: x<S yg];
predq(x) = [minfyq: y<S xg];
pred y(x) = [minfy y: y<S xg];
ux(x) = [minfyx: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yx<xx ^ xx<y yg];
ox(x) = [minfyx: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yx<xx ^ xp<yqg]:
The rst two functions are dened for all x 62 Max(S), and the third and fourth
function for all x 62 Min(S); in the following, we will use them only for those values
of x. For function ux() and ox() it may occur that there is no trapezoid y, fullling
the requirements of the denition. In those cases the value of the function is set to not
dened.
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Fig. 2. Case xq>yq in simplied terms.
Fig. 3. Case xq<yq in simplied terms.
It follows immediately from the denition that pred y() 2 Min(S) and succp(); succx() 2
Max (S). Now we can state Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. Let G be a trapezoid graph with conn(G)> 1 and D a corresponding
trapezoid diagram. There is an MCCDS of cardinality 2 satisfying case (d) in D if
and only if there is a trapezoid x 2 Cen(S) with
ux(succx(x)) is dened ; and ux(succx(x))x< pred y(x) y (1)
or
ox(succp(x)) is dened ; and ox(succp(x))x< pred y(x) y: (2)
Proof. To prove the \only if" part let M = fx; yg be a dominating set corresponding
to case (d) with xp<yp. Since x 62 Min(S) but M is a dominating set, y intersects
the predecessors of x and because of xp<yp it follows that yx< pred y(x) y.
For the right corner points of x and y we have two choices. Either xq>yq or
xq<yq. Let us rst look at the case xq>yq (see Fig. 2). For the analogous reasons
as for the left corner points, xq>yq implies that x y<y y. Let z be the trapezoid
determined by succx(x). Because of yq<xq and x<S z it follows that yq<zp. The fact
that fx; yg is a dominating set implies that y y>zx and because of yx<xx, it follows
directly from the denition of ux() that ux(z) is dened and ux(z)x6yx. Combining
this with yx< pred y(x) y we obtain
ux(z)x = ux(succx(x))x6yx< pred y(x) y:
Hence for xq>yq condition (1) holds. By similar arguments we can prove that xq<yq
(see Fig. 3) implies condition (2).
To show the \if" part let x 2 Cen(S) be a trapezoid satisfying (1) and y the
trapezoid that is determined by y=ux(succx(x)). Now we can show that the set fx; yg
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is in fact a connected dominating set, and, because there is no MCCDS of cardinality
1, it is even an MCCDS.
For convenience, we dene w = pred y(x) and z = succx(x). By the denition of
function pred y() and succx() it follows that w<S x<S z, and, using the denition of
ux(), we obtain y y>zx. Furthermore, condition (1) implies w y>yx, which leads us
to
yx<w y<xx and x y<zx<y y: (3)
This proves that x and y intersect each other. It remains to show that fx; yg is a
dominating set. But this follows from (3) as well: For each predecessor w of x we
have yx<w y and for each successor z of x we have zx<y y. Hence fx; yg is a
connected dominating set.
The fact that (2) implies the existence of a connected dominating set of cardinality
2 follows by similar arguments.
3. The MCCDS algorithm
Using the results of the preceding section the algorithm for computing an MCCDS
is quite simple.
Algorithm 1
INPUT: connected trapezoid graph G; represented by a trapezoid diagram D.
OUTPUT: a minimum cardinality connected dominating set M of G.
1 begin
2 Mark minimal and maximal elements of D;
3 if there is a trapezoid x in D that is both minimal and maximal
4 then M = fxg; exit; ;
5 Compute minpMax;max
q
Min ;min
x
Max;max
y
Min;
6 Compute all values of the functions succx; succp; pred y; ux; ox;
7 comment: Case (a)
8 if there is a trapezoid x 2 Min(S) with xq> (minpMax)p
9 then M = fx;minpMaxg; exit; ;
10 if there is a trapezoid x 2 Min(S) with x y> (minxMax)x
11 then M = fx;minxMaxg; exit; ;
12 comment: Case (d)
13 if there is a trapezoid x 2 Cen(S) with ux(succx(x)) is dened,
14 and ux(succx(x))x< pred y(x) y
15 then M = fx; ux(succx(x))g; exit; ;
16 if there is a trapezoid x 2 Cen(S) with ox(succp(x)) is dened,
17 and ox(succp(x))x< pred y(x) y
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18 then M = fx; ox(succp(x))g; exit; ;
19 Compute shortest paths P(maxqMin ;min
p
Max); P(max
q
Min ; min
x
Max),
20 P(max yMin ;min
p
Max); P(max
y
Min ; min
x
Max);
21 Determine the shortest of the four paths, call it P;
22 M = P;
23 end
Except for lines 2, 6 and 19, all parts of the algorithm can easily be shown to run in
O(n) time. Thus it remains to prove that also these three parts can be done in O(n)
time.
Lemma 7. Marking the minimal and maximal elements of a trapezoid diagram D
takes O(n) time.
Proof. Let D be a trapezoid diagram, given by the ordered lists of the upper and lower
corner points of the trapezoids. We scan through the list of the upper corner points
from left to right. If we nd a left corner point of a trapezoid, say x with xx<y y for
all trapezoids y with yq<xp, we can mark x as minimal. Clearly we nd all minimal
elements by this procedure.
To see that this can be done in O(n) time is not very hard. We make a simple scan
through the list of the 2n upper corner points. For each xp we test if xx<y y for all
y with yq<xp. This test can be done in constant time if we just store the minimum
over all yx of the trapezoids that have already been scanned.
Lemma 8. For all trapezoids of a trapezoid diagram D functions succx(x); succp(x)
and pred y(x) can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. We give the proof for function succx(x). The proof for succp(x) and pred y(x)
can be done in the same way.
We scan through the list of the lower corner points from right to left. Let o be the
maximum of the upper right corner points of all maximal elements (with respect to
<S) that have already been scanned; initially, o is set to be left of all corner points in
the upper list. If we nd a lower left corner point of a maximal element, say y, with
yp>o then for all x with o<xq<yp and x<S y we set succx(x) = y. We update o
and continue scanning the lower line from yx to the left.
To show that this procedure gives the correct value of succx(x) for all x of D it
suces to prove that for a given maximal element y only those trapezoids x can have
value succx(x) = y for which o<xq<yp. Because of the denition of o, for each
trapezoid x with xq<o, there is a trapezoid z such that zx>yx and zp>xq. Hence
for x with x<S y also x<S z holds and consequently succx(x) 6= y.
We make a simple scan through the 2n corner points on the lower line. For each
corner point we have to spend either O(1) time or, if we nd a yxi with o<y
p
i ; O(ki)
time, where ki is the number of corner points between o and ypi .
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Hence the time for the whole procedure is O(2n+Ki) where Ki is the sum over all
ki. The denition of o guarantees that each corner point of the upper line is counted
only once by Ki. Hence we get O(2n+ Ki) = O(2n+ 2n) = O(n).
Lemma 9. For all trapezoids of a trapezoid diagram D functions ox(x) and ux(x) can
be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. We give the proof for the computation of ox(x) only. The proof for ux(x) can be
done in the same way. The basic structure of the procedure is similar to the procedure
for computing succx(x).
We scan through the list of the lower corner points from left to right. Let o be the
maximum of the upper right corner points of all trapezoids y that have already been
scanned; initially, o is set to be left of all corner points in the upper list. If we nd
a lower left corner point of a central element, say y, with yq>o then for all x with
o<xp<yq and xx>yx we set ox(x) = y. We update o and continue scanning the
lower line from yx to the right.
If, for a trapezoid x, there is no trapezoid y 2 Cen(S) with yx<xx and xp<yq,
then ox(x) remains undened.
Now we have to prove that for a given trapezoid y only for trapezoids x with
o<xp<yq function ox(x) can have value y. Variable o contains the maximum of the
upper right corner points of all trapezoids y that have been scanned already. If we
choose a trapezoid x with xp<o then there is a trapezoid z with zx<yx and xp<zq.
Hence, if yx<xx it follows that zx<xx such that ox(x) cannot have value y.
For a trapezoid x with xp>yq function ox(x) cannot have value y either, because
by denition of ox(), condition xp<yq has to be satised.
The proof for the complexity of this procedure is analogous to the proof of the
complexity of the procedure for succx(x).
Algorithm 2
INPUT: trapezoid diagram D and trapezoids x, x! with x <S x!
OUTPUT: path P of minimum length between x and x! in D
1 begin
2 Pu[1]:=P‘[1]:=x; k:=2;
3 while Pu[k − 1]<S x! ^ P‘[k − 1]<S x! do
4 Pu[k]:=[maxfxq: Pu[k − 1] intersects x _ P‘[k − 1] inters. xg]
5 P‘[k]:=[maxfxp: Pu[k − 1] intersects x _ P‘[k − 1] inters. xg]
6 k:=k + 1;
7 od
8 P[k]:=x!;
9 for m:=k − 1 to 1 step −1 do
10 if P[m+ 1] intersects Pu[m]
11 then P[m]:=Pu[m];
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12 else
13 P[m]:=P‘[m];
14 
15 od
16 end
Lemma 10. For a trapezoid diagram D Algorithm 2 computes a shortest path be-
tween two trapezoids x and x!; where x <S x!; in O(n) time.
Proof. First we show the correctness. Algorithm 2 scans through the trapezoid diagram
from left to right (lines 3{7) and assigns values to the vectors Pu and P‘. In step k
of the loop Pu[k] gets assigned the trapezoid that, among all trapezoids intersecting
Pu[k − 1] or P‘[k − 1], has the rightmost upper right corner point, and, analogously,
P‘[k] the one with the rightmost lower right corner point. This process continues until
the last trapezoid stored in Pu or P‘ intersects x!. The trapezoid graph is connected,
therefore either Pu[k − 1]q<Pu[k]q or P‘[k − 1]q<P‘[k]q for Pu=‘[k − 1]<S x!. Hence
the loop will stop after at most n iterations.
Let Pu[k0 − 1]; P‘[k0 − 1] be the last chosen elements, i.e. at least one of them
intersects x!. The following properties hold.
(a) The vectors Pu and P‘ dene a path P of length k0 − 1 from x to x!.
(b) This path P is the shortest path between x and x!.
Property (a): Because of the denition of Pu and P‘, both Pu[i] and P‘[i] intersect
either Pu[i − 1] or P‘[i − 1] for all i 2 f2; : : : ; k0 − 1g. Thus we can construct a path
between x and x! by simply scanning through Pu and P‘ from right to left (see lines
9{15). Clearly this path has length k0 − 1.
Property (b): Suppose there is a path Q = q1; : : : ; qj, where j<k0. From the fact
that Pu[2] is, among the trapezoids intersecting x, the one with the rightmost upper
right corner point and P‘[2] the one with the rightmost lower right corner point, it
follows that qq26Pu[2]
q and q y26P‘[2]
y. By using the same argument inductively one
can prove that qqi6Pu[i]
q and q yi6P‘[i]
y for all i 2 f2; : : : ; k0 − 1g. Thus we conclude
that qq‘−16Pu[j−1]q and q yj−16P‘[j−1] y, contradicting the assumption that qj−1 and
x! intersect each other.
It remains to show that Algorithm 2 runs in O(n) time. Up to now we have not
explained yet how to compute the values in lines 4 and 5. Value Pu=‘[1] is given.
For computing Pu=‘[2] it is sucient to examine those trapezoids whose upper left
corner point is left of the upper right corner point of Pu=‘[1] or whose lower left
corner point is left of the lower right corner point of Pu=‘[1], because there are no
other trapezoids intersecting x. For computing Pu[k] for k > 2 we have to examine
only those trapezoids which have an upper left corner point that is left of the upper
right corner point of Pu[k − 1] or which have a lower left corner point that is left
of the lower right corner point of P‘[k − 1]. All trapezoids that have been used for
computing the value of Pu=‘[k−1] do not have to be considered for computing Pu=‘[k].
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Therefore, we need to examine only those trapezoids x with Pu[k−2]q<xp<Pu[k−1]q
or P‘[k−2] y<xx<P‘[k−1] y. Hence each corner point of the trapezoids will be used
at most once for computing of Pu and P‘ and thus it follows that lines 3{7 can be
implemented to run in O(n) time.
As stated earlier, the loop in lines 3{7 will stop after at most n iterations. Thus
variable k cannot be greater than n, and thus the loop in lines 9{15 will run in O(n)
time as well.
Now we can state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 11. For a connected trapezoid graph G; given as a trapezoid diagram D;
Algorithm 1 computes an MCCDS of G in O(n) time; where n is the number of
vertices in G.
Proof. Follows from the preceding lemmata.
4. The MCDC algorithm
As mentioned earlier, nding a minimum dominating clique in an arbitrary graph is
NP-hard. Trapezoid graphs have the following nice property that makes the problem
much simpler for this class of graphs.
Lemma 12 (Pandu Rangan and Nagavamsi [11]). In a trapezoid graph G that con-
tains a dominating clique there is a dominating clique with at most four elements.
Proof. Let D be a trapezoid diagram of G and C a dominating clique of G. We
dene four trapezoids minpC = minfxp: x 2 Cg; minxC = minfxx: x 2 Cg; maxqC =
maxfxq: x 2 Cg; max yC = maxfx y: x 2 Cg and consider the set C0 dened by C0 =
fminpC;minxC;maxqC;max yCg: C0 contains the trapezoid with the smallest upper left cor-
ner point, the trapezoid with the smallest lower left corner point, the one with the
largest upper right corner point and the one with the largest lower right corner point.
Consequently there is neither a trapezoid in D which is a predecessor to all trapezoids
of C0 nor one that is a successor to all trapezoids of C0. Finally, from the fact that C0
is a clique it follows immediately that C0 is a dominating clique.
As a result of that testing if a given trapezoid graph G contains a dominating clique
reduces to checking if the graph has a dominating clique with at most four elements.
From the denition it follows that an MCCDS of cardinality 1 or 2 is an MCDC. In
the preceding section we proved that such an MCCDS can be found in O(n) time. In
the remainder of this section we will show that we can check for a dominating clique
of cardinality 3 in O(n) time and for a dominating clique of cardinality 4 in O(n+m)
time.
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4.1. Dominating clique of cardinality 3
Let G be a trapezoid graph with cli(G) = 3; D a corresponding trapezoid diagram
and C = fa; b; cg an MCDC of cardinality 3. We distinguish six possible cases.
(a) a; b; c 2 Min(S) (or a; b; c 2 Max(S)),
(b) a; b 2 Min(S), c 2 Max(S); (or a; b 2 Max(S); c 2 Min(S)),
(c) a; b 2 Min(S); c 2 Cen(S); (or a; b 2 Max(S); c 2 Cen(S)),
(d) a 2 Min(S); b 2 Cen(S); c 2 Max(S),
(e) a 2 Min(S); b; c 2 Cen(S); (or a 2 Max(S); b; c 2 Cen(S)),
(f) a; b; c 2 Cen(S).
If we suppose that there is no dominating clique of cardinality 1 or 2 in G, no other
cases can occur. We can even prove that most of the cases (a){(f) cannot occur either.
By Lemma 1 it follows that in cases (b) and (d) there has to be an MCDC of
cardinality 2. Cases (a) and (c) can be solved easily as well.
Case (a): Trapezoids a; b and c are elements of Min(S). Hence none of them can
be in Max(S) because otherwise it would be a dominating trapezoid. The set fa; b; cg is
a dominating set. Thus at least one of the three trapezoids has to intersect an element
of Max(S). Using Lemma 1, we nd an MCDC of cardinality 2 which contradicts
cli(G) = 3.
Case (c): Trapezoid c is a central element. Thus there is a trapezoid x 2 Max(S),
with c<S x. The set fa; b; cg is a dominating set, thus either a or b intersects x and
by Lemma 1 this contradicts cli(G) = 3.
Now we look at the remaining cases (e) and (f) separately. In addition to the earlier
dened auxiliary functions we will use the following functions.
up(x) = [minfyp: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yp<xp ^ xx<y yg];
uq(x) = [maxfyq: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yx<x y ^ xq<yqg];
u y(x) = [maxfyq: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yx<x y ^ x y<y yg];
op(x) = [minfyp: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yp<xp ^ xp<yqg];
oq(x) = [maxfyq: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yp<xq ^ xq<yqg];
o y(x) = [maxfyq: y 2 Cen(S) ^ yp<xq ^ x y<y yg];
z y(x) = [maxfy y: y 2 Cen(S) ^ (yp<xq _ yx<x y) ^ y y>x yg];
zq(x) = [maxfyq: y 2 Cen(S) ^ (yp<xq _ yx<x y) ^ yq>xqg];
The denition may seem to be a bit complicated, but in fact the meaning of the
functions is quite intuitive. Function zq(x), for example, denotes the trapezoid, that
among all central elements y, intersecting x, with y y>x y has the largest lower right
corner point.
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Similarly as for the auxiliary functions in the last section, it may occur, that there is
no trapezoid y, fullling the requirements of the denition. Again, in those cases the
value of the function is set to not dened.
Now we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 13. Let G be a trapezoid graph that does not contain a dominating clique of
cardinality 1 or 2 and D a corresponding trapezoid diagram. There is a MCDC of
cardinality 3 satisfying case (e) in D; if and only if there is a trapezoid a 2 Min(S)
with
z y(a) and ox(succp(z y(a))) are dened, and ox(succp(z y(a)))x<a y (4)
or
z y(a) and op(succp(z y(a))) are dened, and op(succp(z y(a)))p<aq: (5)
Proof. To prove the \only if" part let C = fa; b; cg be a dominating clique with a 2
Min(S) and b; c 2 Cen(S), where bq<cq. Because of the fact that fa; b; cg is dominat-
ing and by using Lemma 1, it follows that both bp<aq or bx<a y and b y>ax holds.
Thus z y(a) is dened. Trapezoids a and b intersect each other, hence z y(a) y>b y,
which implies
succp(b)p>succp(z y(a))p: (6)
Since b; c 2 Cen(S), there are trapezoids y; z 2 Max(S) with b<S y and c<S z. Using
Lemma 1, we get that neither y nor z intersects a. Hence c intersects all successors of
b and b intersects all successors of c. Using bq<cq, it follows that for all successors
y of b we have cq>yp and for all successors z of c we have b y>zx. By (6) this
implies
cq> succp(z y(a))p: (7)
On the other hand we know that either cp< succp(z y(a))p or cx< succp(z y(a))p, be-
cause c intersects a and a is a minimal element, whereas succp(z y(a))p is maximal and
therefore must not intersect a. Using the denition of op() and ox() this implies that
at least one of op(succp(z y(a))) and ox(succp(z y(a))) is dened and that either (4) or
(5) holds.
For proving the \if" part let a 2 Min(S) be a trapezoid satisfying (4) and let b and
c be dened by b= z y(a); c= ox(succp(z y(a))). Thus b; c 2 Cen(S). For proving that
fa; b; cg is a dominating clique of cardinality 3 we have to show that
(i) a; b; c are distinct,
(ii) fa; b; cg is a clique,
(iii) fa; b; cg is a dominating set.
Using a 2 Min(S), b; c 2 Cen(S) and the denition of b and c it follows immediately
that (i) holds. The denition of b implies that a and b intersect each other. By (4) and
the fact that a 2 Min(S); c 2 Cen(S) it follows that a and c intersect each other. To
show that b and c intersect each other we suppose that this is not true and assume rst
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that b<S c. The fact that a intersects c implies z y(a) y>c y which is a contradiction to
b<S c because b=z y(a). If, on the other hand, we suppose that c<S b it follows that
cq<bq. Combining this with succp(b)p<cq, which is implied by the denition of c,
we get succp(b)p<bq. But this is a contradiction as well and hence proves (ii).
For proving (iii) we suppose there is a trapezoid u, that is not intersected by a, b and
c. There are three possible cases. Either u<S x for all x 2 fa; b; cg or x<S u<S y
for some x; y 2 fa; b; cg or x<S u for all x 2 fa; b; cg. Since a 2 Min(S) the rst
case cannot hold and because of the transitivity of <S and the fact that fa; b; cg is
a clique, the second case cannot hold either. To see that the third case cannot occur
is not hard as well. By the denition of c we have cq> succp(b)p and by b<S u it
follows that up6succp(b)p. By combining these two terms we obtain cq>up which is
a contradiction to c<S u. Consequently, (iii) is true and we have shown that fa; b; cg
is a dominating clique.
By similar arguments one can prove that for a trapezoid a 2 Min(S), satisfying (5)
the set fa; b; cg with b=zp(a) and c=op(succp(z y(a))) is a dominating clique as well.
Lemma 14. Let G be a trapezoid graph that does not contain a dominating clique of
cardinality 1 or 2 and D a corresponding trapezoid diagram. There is an MCDC of
cardinality 3 satisfying case (f) in D; if and only if there is a trapezoid a 2 Cen(S)
with
zq(a); ux(succx(zq(a))) dened ; and ux(succx(zq(a)))x< pred y(a) y (8)
or
z y(a); ox(succp(z y(a))) dened ; and ox(succp(z y(a)))x< pred y(a) y (9)
or
z y(a); oq(succp(z y(a))) dened ; and op(succp(z y(a)))p< predq(a)q (10)
or
zq(a); up(succx(zq(a))) dened ; and up(succx(zq(a)))p< predq(a)q: (11)
Proof. To settle the \only if" part let C=fa; b; cg be a dominating clique with a; b; c 2
Cen(S). As in the proof of Lemma 12, we dene four trapezoids minpC , min
x
C , max
q
C
and max yC . At least one of the four trapezoids is trapezoid a, because otherwise all
trapezoids intersecting a would be intersecting b or c as well. Analogously, at least one
of the four trapezoids is trapezoid b, and at least one is trapezoid c. We have dened
four trapezoids, but C contains only three elements. Thus two of the four trapezoids
have to have the same value. Thus there are four possible cases:
minxC =max
y
C; min
x
C =max
q
C; min
p
C =max
q
C; min
p
C =max
y
C: (12)
The rst of these four cases implies (8). For proving this we set a=minpC , b=max
q
C
and c=minxC =max
y
C . Since C is a clique and b=max
q
C , function z
q(a) is dened and
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bq6zq(a)q. This implies
succx(b)x>succx(zq(a))x: (13)
Since c=max yC we have c
y> succx(b)x and it follows by (13) that c y> succx(zq(a))x.
Hence c and succx(zq(a)) intersect each other. Because of cx< pred y(a) y and pred y(a) 2
Min(S), Lemma 1 implies succx(zq(a))x>cx and it follows that ux(succx(zq(a))) is
dened and ux(succx(zq(a)))x6cx. By applying cx< pred y(a) y, we get (8). Similarly
one can show that the second case of (12) implies (9), the third case of (12) implies
(10), and the last case of (12) implies (11).
To prove the \if" part let a 2 Cen(S) be a trapezoid satisfying (8). We dene
b = zq(a) and c = ux(succx(zq(a))) = ux(succx(b)). It follows immediately that a, b,
c are distinct and a; b; c 2 Cen(S). It remains to show that fa; b; c; g is both a clique
and a dominating set. Right from the denition we obtain that a and b intersect each
other. If succx(b)x>ax it follows immediately that a intersects c. If, on the other hand,
succx(b)x<ax and we suppose a does not intersect c, we get a contradiction: Trapezoid
c is a central element. Thus there is an x 2 Min(S) with x<S c and because of
transitivity x<S a. By (8) we have cx< pred
p(a)p, and hence cx<x y which contradicts
x<S c. Consequently a and c intersect each other. To prove that b intersects c we
assume that this is not true. The fact that a and c intersect each other implies that
b<S c cannot hold, for otherwise zq(a)q>bq which is a contradiction to the denition
of b. On the other hand c<S b cannot be true either because c y> succx(b)x by the
denition of c.
To show that fa; b; cg is a dominating set we assume that there is a trapezoid u
which is not intersected by any of a, b, c. If u<S x for all x 2 fa; b; cg, it follows
that u y>pred y(a) y, and, by (8), this implies u y>cx, which contradicts u<S c. If
x<S u<S y for some x; y 2 fa; b; cg we get a contradiction by using the transitivity
of <S and the fact that fa; b; cg is a clique. Finally, if we assume x<S u for all
x 2 fa; b; cg we get a contradiction again because b<S u implies ux6succx(b) and
by the denition of c it follows that ux<c y. Hence the set fa; b; cg is a dominating
clique corresponding to case (f).
Using similar arguments one can show that (9){(11) imply the existence of a dom-
inating clique corresponding to case (f) as well.
4.2. Dominating clique of cardinality 4
Let G be a trapezoid graph with cli(G) = 4, D a corresponding trapezoid diagram
and C = fa; b; c; dg an MCDC of cardinality 4. We distinguish nine possible cases.
(a) a; b; c; d 2 Min(S) (or a; b; c; d 2 Max(S)),
(b) a; b; c 2 Min(S), d 2 Cen(S); (or a; b; c 2 Max(S), d 2 Cen(S)),
(c) a; b; c 2 Min(S), d 2 Max(S); (or a; b; c 2 Max(S), d 2 Min(S)),
(d) a; b 2 Min(S), c; d 2 Cen(S); (or a; b 2 Max(S), c; d 2 Cen(S),
(e) a; b 2 Min(S), c; d 2 Max(S),
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(f) a; b 2 Min(S), c 2 Cen(S), d 2 Max(S) (or a; b 2 Max(S), c 2 Cen(S), d 2
Min(S),
(g) a 2 Min(S), b; c 2 Cen(S), d 2 Max(S),
(h) a 2 Min(S), b; c; d 2 Cen(S); (or a 2 Max(S), b; c; d 2 Cen(S)),
(i) a; b; c; d 2 Cen(S).
If we suppose that there is no dominating clique of cardinality 1, 2 or 3 in G, no
other cases can occur. Moreover, we can prove that all but one of the cases (a){(i)
cannot occur either.
By Lemma 1 it follows immediately that for cases (c), (e), (f) and (g) there are
dominating cliques of cardinality 2 in G. Also for cases (a) and (b) we can nd
dominating cliques of smaller cardinality (see cases (a) and (e) for dominating cliques
of cardinality 3). For cases (d) and (h) we give the following two lemmata.
Lemma 15. If D contains a dominating clique of cardinality 4 corresponding to case
(d) then there is a dominating clique of smaller cardinality in D.
Proof. We assume there is no dominating clique of smaller cardinality in D. By Lem-
ma 1 neither a nor b intersect an element of Max(S). Now we consider the set B =
fa; c; dg. B is not dominating by assumption. Thus there is a trapezoid u that is not
intersected by any of the trapezoids of B. Suppose u<S x for all x 2 B. Since a 2
Min(S) this is a contradiction. If we assume x<S u<S y for some x; y 2 B we get
a contradiction to the fact that B is a clique. Thus the only remaining case is x<S u
for all x 2 B. We can assume u to be an element of Max(S). Since fa; b; c; dg is a
dominating set trapezoid b and u have to intersect each other. But this is a contradiction
to the fact that b does not intersect an element of Max(S).
Lemma 16. If D contains a dominating clique of cardinality 4 corresponding to case
(h) then there is a dominating clique of smaller cardinality in D.
Proof. Again we assume that there is no dominating clique of smaller cardinality in D.
As earlier in this section, we dene the four trapezoids minpC , min
x
C , max
q
C , max
y
C for
our dominating clique C. We consider a set B= fa;maxqC;maxpCg. The three elements
of B are distinct, which one can prove easily but we omit it here. By assumption B
is not dominating. Thus there is a trapezoid u that does not intersect any of the three
elements of B. Since a 2 Min(S), u<S x cannot hold for all elements of B. Because
of the transitivity of <S and the fact that B is a clique also x<S u<S y cannot be
true for x; y 2 B. Thus x<S u has to be true for all x 2 B. Let z be the trapezoid of
C that is not in B. C is a dominating set, that means z and u have to intersect each
other. Thus either zq>up or z y>ux. But this is a contradiction to zq<maxqC and
z y<max yC .
Now we may restrict ourselves to a dominating clique C= fa; b; c; dg corresponding
to case (i). Similar to the proof of Lemma 14 we observe that each of the four
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trapezoids minpC , min
x
C , max
q
C , max
y
C corresponds to exactly one of a, b, c, and d. For
convenience, we use the following notations:
=minpC;  =max
q
C; =min
x
C; =max
y
C
and call ;  left trapezoids and ,  right trapezoids. A trapezoid x 2 C is called
extreme if it intersects both trapezoids of the \other side" on the upper line or if it
intersects both on the lower line. Thus, for example,  is said to be extreme on the
upper line if q>p and q>p, and  is said to be extreme on the lower line if
 y>x and  y>x. Now we can make the following observation.
Lemma 17. If C is a dominating clique corresponding to case (i); then there are at
least two extreme trapezoids in C.
Proof. Suppose C does not contain two extreme trapezoids. We rst assume that C
contains no extreme trapezoid. Thus  is not extreme. For the two left trapezoids x,
y of C this implies q>xp, q<y y, p>yx and  y<xx. Consequently yx<xp,
xp<yp. C is a clique, therefore  intersects x and y. If q>xp, x has to be extreme.
If, on the other hand,  y>xx it follows that  y>yx which means that  is extreme.
This contradicts our assumption. We now assume that C contains exactly one extreme
trapezoid and without loss of generality, let  be extreme on the upper line, that means
q>p and q>p. Neither  nor  are extreme, thus both have to intersect  on the
lower line which is again a contradiction to our assumption.
Based on this result we can conclude that either a left and a right trapezoid is extreme
or both left (both right) trapezoids are extreme. In case a left and a right trapezoid
are extreme on dierent lines it follows by some easy arguments that either both left
or both right trapezoids are extreme as well. If both left (both right) trapezoids are
extreme on the same line then, by denition, both right trapezoids are extreme on this
line. Hence, for checking whether a given trapezoid diagram D contains a dominating
clique corresponding to case (i), it is sucient to check whether there is a dominating
clique C = f; ; ; gCen(S) such that either a left and a right trapezoid of C is
extreme on the same line or both left (both right) trapezoids are extreme on dierent
lines. For nding sets that satisfy these conditions we distinguish the following cases.
  and  are extreme on the upper (lower) line,
  and  are extreme on the upper (lower) line,
  and  are extreme on the upper (lower) line,
  and  are extreme on the upper (lower) line,
  extreme on the upper (lower) line,  extreme on the lower (upper) line,
  extreme on the upper (lower) line,  extreme on the lower (upper) line.
The algorithms for checking if a given trapezoid diagram D contains a dominating
clique corresponding to one of the above cases are very similar to each other. Therefore
we only give the algorithm for the case where  and  are extreme on the upper line.
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Algorithm 3 either returns a dominating clique M of size 4 or, if M = ;, we know
that there is no dominating clique of size 4 with  and  extreme on the upper
line.
Algorithm 3. INPUT: trapezoid diagram D, with cli(D)>4
OUTPUT: dom. clique M of card. 4, or M = ;
1 begin
2 M = ;
3 for all trapezoids v 2 Cen(S) do
4 = oq(predq(v));
5  = oq([minfvq; qg]);
6 for all w 2 N(v) \ Cen(S) do
7 if ;  are dened ^
8 w y> succx()x^
9 ; ; v; w distinct ^
10 f; ; v; wg is a clique
11 then
12 M = f; ; v; wg;
13 
14 od
15 od
16 end
Lemma 18. Let D be a trapezoid diagram that does not contain a dominating clique
of cardinality 1; 2 or 3. Then the following holds
(i) If D contains a dominating clique of cardinality 4 where  and  are extreme
on the upper line then Algorithm 3 outputs a set f; ; v; wg.
(ii) Each output set of Algorithm 3 is a dominating clique of cardinality 4.
(iii) Algorithm 3 runs in O(n+ m) time.
Proof. Let C 0= f0; 0; 0; 0g be a dominating clique of cardinality 4 where 0 and 0
are extreme on the upper line of the diagram. The loop in lines 3{15 scans through all
elements of Cen(S) and the loop in lines 6{14 scans through the set of all neighbors
of v, which are in Cen(S). Consequently, at some point we have v=0 and w=0. For
this setting one can show easily that the conditions in lines 7{10 are true, and hence
Algorithm 3 reaches line 12 and outputs a set C = f; ; v; wg.
To prove that any output set of the algorithm is indeed a dominating clique we just
have to show that C is dominating. This can be done by assuming there is a trapezoid,
not dominated by C and using the properties of , , v and w checked in lines 4, 5
and 8 of Algorithm 3.
Finally, for proving that Algorithm 3 runs in O(n+m) time, we assume that functions
oq(), predq( ) and succx( ) are computed in a preprocessing step. Thus the values in
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lines 4, 5 and 8 can be determined in constant time. Using this, the rest of the proof
is straightforward.
The algorithm, that decides if a given trapezoid graph G contains a dominating clique
and determines one of minimum cardinality, is now quite simple. First we check for a
dominating clique of cardinality 1 and 2 which can be done in O(n) time, by applying
Lemmata 4{6. Then we check whether there is a dominating clique of cardinality 3
which, again, can be done in O(n) time by using Lemmas 13 and 14. Finally, we check
for dominating cliques of cardinality 4 by applying an algorithm like Algorithm 3 for
each of the possible cases of extreme trapezoids (as given in the list above). This can
be done in O(n+m) by Lemma 18. If no dominating clique is found up to this point,
Lemma 12 tells us that there cannot be a dominating clique in G.
In summary we have the following result.
Theorem 19. For a connected trapezoid graph G given by a trapezoid diagram D; a
minimum dominating clique can be found in O(n+ m) time if it exists.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented an O(n) algorithm for the MCCDS problem and an
O(n + m) algorithm for the MCDC problem in trapezoid graphs. It is likely that the
approach given in this article can be applied for designing algorithms for a broader
variety of problems, for example for the weighted case of the two problems, for these
problems on k-trapezoid graphs (for denition see [6]) and for the minimum cardinality
Steiner set problem.
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